 Course outcomes

B.A - Sanskrit

B.A./B.Com./B.Sc.I [Comp.Sanskrit Lng.]- This course leads to get the students acquainted

with the outline of Sanskrit literature.e.g. Upanishadas, Plays, Epics, Proses etc.
 B.A./B.Com.II [Comp.Sanskrit Lng.]- This course get students to know about the principle
thesis of the Upanishadas and the Gītā.
 B.A.III- 1.This course acquaint the students with the Classical Sanskrit Prose literature.
2. This course leads to get the students acquainted with the outline of Sanskrit
literature.e.g. Upanishadas, Plays, Epics, Proses etc.
 B.A.I[Sanskrit Literature]- 1.This course aims to acquaint the students with two most famous
dramas of Sanskrit literature, which not only reflect poetic excellence but also depict
contemporary society and highlight human values.
1. This course get the students acquainted with the outline of Sanskrit Nīti literature through text
Nītiśatakam with the General Introduction to Sanskrit Literature.
 B.A.II[Sanskrit Literature]-1. This course get the students acquainted with the Classical
Sanskrit Poetry. It also intends to give the introduction to the “Shastra” of the Poetry.
2. This Literary Criticism course aims to get the students to know about the aims, essential
resources, and definition and principle types of poetry on the basis of Mammat’s Kāvyaprakāśa.
 B.A.III [Sanskrit Literature]- This course aims to get the students to know the basics of
Sanskrit Grammar, including rules of Sa j–ā, Sandhi, Samāsa and Vibhaktyarth Prakara a based
on Laghusiddhāntakaumudī, a primer of Pāṇinian grammar. Besides, the students will be able to
translate sentence and write short paras in Sanskrit.

Department of Economics
Subject OUTCOMES:
B.A I .Micro Economics
On completion of the course, students are able to
1. Student is expected to understand the behavior of an economic agent, namely, a
consumer, a producer, a factor owner and the price fluctuation in a market.
2. To understand nature and scope of economics, the theory of consumer behavior,
analysis of production function and equilibrium of a producer, the price formation
in different markets Structures and the equilibrium of a firm and Industry.
3. Students able to criticise of Revenues and cost of Production.
4. Understand Linear & Non- Linear functional relationship
5. Understand price determination of factors (Rent, wages, interest and Profit.)
6. Students able to understand fiscal federalism in India
7. Understand meaning of social welfare function.
8. Able to understand the uses of statistical tools in research.

B.A II.Macro Economics
On completion of the course, students are able to
1. Understand macro economic analysis
2. Understand of National income
3. Understand classical & Keynesian theories of output and employment
4. Student will be aware for consumption & Investment function
5. Understand process of credit creation by commercial banks
6. Understand Quantity theory of money.
7. Understand various macroeconomic problems.
8. Understand various macroeconomic policies.
9. To understand the trade cycle theory
10. will be Aware about the money market and capital market

B.A III: - Indian Economy
On completion of the course, students are able to
1. Understand nature, Basic Characteristics and Major issues of Indian economy
2. Understand population & economic development
3. Understand Poverty and Unemployment Concepts and their trends in Indian
economy
4. Understand role of agriculture, industrial sector in Indian economy.
5. Understand economic planning in India
6. Understand Salient Features of Economy of Maharashtra.
7. Understand Role of Co-operative in Economic Development of Maharashtra.
8. To understand role of SMEs in development
9. Understand Regional Imbalance Causes & Preventive Measures.
10.To understand the role of government for the economic development.

Course OUTCOMES: B. A. ECONOMICS
On completion of B.A (Economics), Students are able to:
1. Understand basic concepts of economics.
2. to able to analyze economic behavior in practice.
3. Understand the economic way of thinking.
4. The ability to analyze historical and current events from an economic
perspective.
5. The ability to write clearly expressing an economic point of view.
6. Be exposed to alternative approaches to economic problems through exposure to
Coursework in allied fields.
7. To create students ability to suggest of the various economic problems.
8. To help the various competitive exam.
9. Economics major will able explain the role of government in the economics
10. They are finding carrier with economics May ideas came in to the mind by
from economics.

Department of History
B. A. History
 Program Outcome
1. To understand the background of our historic past, religions, customs, institutions,
administration and so on.
2. To understand Social, Political, Religious and Economic conditions of the
people.
3. To comprehend the history of the world with comparative approach.
4. To explore the relationship between the past and the present times and bringing its
contemporary relevance.
5. To give emphasis on developing critical thinking in historical writings, discussions and
interpretation among students.
6. To prepare students for various competitive examinations.
 Program Specific Outcome
1. The course will result in amalgamation of student’s learning across all facets of their lives.
2. It will lend a hand to the students to analyze critically and imaginatively and also develop their
skills of critical interpretation.
3. Students will learn to communicate the historical facts effectively.
4. The course will help the students to understand the ethical implications of ideas,
communications and actions.
5. Students will also get the guidance for competitive examinations as History is one of major
subjects in all competitive examinations.
 Course Outcome
1. The course will result to gain entry in Administrative Services.
2. It will lend a hand to the students to get involve in research related with historical facts.
3. Students can pursue their Post Graduation in Archeology.
4. The course will help the students to take admission in Graduation and Post Graduation
Teacher Training Program.
5. Students can also opt for Law.
6. Students can pursue their further studies in Travel & Tourism.
7. Students can also opt for Journalism.

Programme Outcome –
-

Inclination towards Marathi language has increased among the students
It assisted them to understand the Marathi culture and tradition exist in Maharashtra
It also provided them understanding about different Marathi vernacular language like
waradi, kolhapuri, khandeshi

Programme Specific Outcome
-

Marathi language give them specific and different meaning of similar words in different
vernacular Marathi language
It also created feeling that why the other vernacular Marathi like waradi, Konkani, etc.
doesn’t have space in main stream Marathi language
Helped in taking jobs in different official department of Maharashtra government

Course outcome
-

It has sharpen students intellectual capacity about Marathi literature as well other one
Increased the intake capacity of students for futuristic endeavor

Philosophy


The program helps them to develop analytical skill, critical attitude and reflective
mind in the students.



It enables them to be unbiased to different ideologies.



It enables them to become a better human being thereby a better cityzen of the
country.



Helps them to develop a right perspective towards the issues around them.



Learning Indian philosophical systems will help them to understand Indian cultural
heritage and the greatness of our logical argumentaions.



It enables them to inculcate democratic values to respect and to give impotance each
and every philosophical tradition of different countries.

B.A. Political Science: Course Structure & outcome

B.A. Political Science is a 6th semester program. In this program, we have 6th
papers namely, Political theory, western political thinkers, Indian govt.& politics ,
state politics, comparative govt. & politics, International relations. The course
delivery methods include lectures, classroom discussion, group and solopresentation,
assignments,
quizzes,
seminars,
debates,
etc.
The
assessments involve mainly two criteria: theory paper (80 marks)and internal
assessment(20 marks). This course introduces the student to the idea of the
political theory, its approaches, and practices related to Democracy .This course is
designed to help a student learn the constitutional designs of state structures and
institutions and their work mechanism.

SEMESTER I
FUNDAMENTALS OF PSYCHOLOGY
Code: FP1T1
Objective: To enable students to understand the basic concepts of Psychology
Course Outcomes: On successful completion of course student will be able to:
1. Understand different approaches and fields of Psychology.
2. Understand the process of Perception, Learning and Memory.
3. Gain knowledge regarding the processes of Motivation and Emotion.
4. Understand the concept of Intelligence.

SEMESTER II
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Code: SP1T2
Objective: To enable students to understand the Fundamentals of Social Psychology and
to help them apply those principles in day-to-day life
Course Outcomes: On successful completion of course student will be able to:
1. Understand different approaches and fields of Psychology.
2. Understand the process of Perception, Learning and Memory.
3. Gain knowledge regarding the processes of Motivation and Emotion.
4. Understand the concept of Intelligence.

SEMESTER III
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
Code: PP1T3
Objective: To provide an overview about the concept of abnormality and
the clinical picture and dynamics of various psychological disorders

Course Outcomes: On successful completion of course student will be able to:
1. Differentiate between Normality and Abnormality and also understand the
Classification System
2. Gain understanding of Anxiety and Childhood Disorders and Learning Disability
3. Gain understanding of Mood disorders and Schizophrenia
4. Understand the basics of Biological and Psychological treatments for Psychological disorders

SEMESTER IV
STATISTICAL METHODS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
Code: SMPT1T4
Objective: To enable students to understand the basic concepts of Psychological testing and different
Statistical Methods.
Course Outcomes: On successful completion of course student will be able to:
1. Understand the basics and methods of Psychological Testing.
2. Understand the concept of Data, Measurement and Variables.
3. Gain knowledge of and Calculate Descriptive Statistics.
4. Gain knowledge of and Calculate Inferential Statistics.

SEMESTER V
ORGANIZATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Code: OP1T5
Objective: To develop an awareness of the concepts related to
organizational behavior and Industrial Psychology
Course Outcomes: On successful completion of course student will be able
to:
1. Understand the meaning, Nature and Goals of Organizational Behavior.
2. Acquire knowledge about Job satisfaction and Organizational Climate.
3. Gain knowledge regarding Personnel Psychology.
4. Understand what is Organizational Stress and Fatigue.

SEMESTER VI
COUNSELLING AND POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
Code: COU&POS1T6
Objective: To enable students to understand the basic concepts, processes
and techniques of Counselling and the basic concept of Well being
Course Outcomes: On successful completion of course student will be able to:
1. Understand the concept of Counselling process.
2. Gain knowledge of Crisis intervention and the different expressive techniques used in
Counselling.
3. Gain insight into the use and application of counseling with diverse groups.
4. Understand the concept of well being and apply the same in day-to-day life.

B.A. - Hindi
 National Language skill is developed.
 Students have respect towards their mother language.
 Students overcome the disrespect of talking Hindi.

M.A. - Hindi
 Students have good command in the language.
 Students develop the language as their carrier orientation.
 They choose jobs in journalism, Translator, Editor, Radio announcer,etc.
 They have skill to built public relationship.

B.A - Sociology
Programme Outcome:




It assists the students to develop critical thinking in the sphere of politics, social and
culture
It gives sociological understanding to students that how an Individual social background
shapes by social structures and institution.
It increase the ability of students to demonstrate their sociological knowledge in different
social issues.

Programme specific outcome:




Increase the social transaction, social relation and make them understand social values,
culture in critical manner
Enhance their ability to perceive social institution, caste system, religion, equality and
social justice
Given insight about new sociological thoughts and theories

Course outcome:




Introduction to basic sociological concept, its subject matter and importance of sociology
Elaborative understanding of human society
Create awareness about contemporary social problems in society and help students to
introspect these social problems from different sociological lens.

